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Abstract 5 
This paper introduces the use of machine learning to drastically improve 6 
efficiency of ultra-low-power sensor interfaces. Adaptive feature extraction 7 
circuits are assisted by hardware embedded learning to dynamically activate 8 
only most relevant features. This selection is done in a context and power 9 
consumption cost-aware way, through modification of the C4.5 algorithm. 10 
As proof-of-principle, a Voice Activity Detector is expanded with the 11 
proposed context-and cost-dependent voice/noise classifier, resulting in an 12 
average circuit power efficiency gain of 80%, with negligible accuracy loss. 13 
 14 
1 Introduction 15 
Due to the increasing number of sensors integrated on a variety of ubiquitous electronic devices, 16 
the boundaries between the domains of machine learning, circuit design and signal processing are 17 
blurring more than ever [1]. Namely, extracting information from these always-on sensors is 18 
strongly constrained by the limited power availability in the sensing devices. To be able to deal 19 
with the sensory data overload in a power-efficient way, it is important to discard irrelevant data 20 
as soon as possible, and extract only information-carrying features. It has, for example, been well 21 
established that processing the raw data on-board is far more cost-effective (unless explicitly 22 
mentioned, in this paper cost refers to power consumption) compared to transmitting raw data to a 23 
central data collecting node [2]. Taking this one step further, also within a node relevant features 24 
should be extracted as close to the raw sensor as possible to avoid power wastage. Hence, adaptive 25 
ultra-low power consumption chips, such as our work in [3], demand an intelligent selection 26 
mechanism to pick essential features for information extraction, allowing the system to selectively 27 
enable and disable particular hardware feature extraction blocks. This paper will propose machine 28 
learning algorithms to enable such optimal hardware activation in future sensor interfaces. 29 
In this regard, Section 2 will introduce the notion of context-aware feature activation, to 30 
dynamically activate current most relevant features. Section 3 further expands this idea to context-31 
aware and feature cost-aware classification for improved resource efficiency, taking also feature 32 
circuit power cost into account. Section 4 applies the derived approach on a proof-of-principle 33 
hardware design of a Voice Activity Detector, demonstrating ~ 5X reduction in power consumption.  34 
 35 
2 Context-aware feature select ion 36 
In many applications, the relative information content of a feature is highly context-dependent. 37 
Depending on the context, some features port a more distinctive value towards the classes of 38 
interest. Examples are acoustic classifiers, prone to various types of background noises, or patient-39 
specific biomedical data classification. To always operate the target sensing systems at maximal 40 
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Fig. 2 Pseudo code depicting the power cost aware modification to C4.5  106 
 107 
4 Proof-of-principle  -  Voice Activity  Detector 108 
This section will apply the proposed approach to the design of a relevant power-scarce sensor 109 
interface to illustrate its merits in a realistic design. An acoustic interface for Voice Activity 110 
Detection (VAD) in mobile devices, targeting continuous voice vs. noise classification, is 111 
extremely power-constrained due to its always-on operation. This design will serve as a proof-of-112 
principle for both context-aware (section 4.1), respectively context- and cost-aware (section 4.2) 113 
voice/noise classification. Power savings of ~2X and ~5X resp. over context independent 114 
operation will be demonstrated.  115 
Fig. 1(a) shows the implemented VAD system design, where an incoming voice/noise signal is 116 
processed in the analog domain by decomposing it into 16 frequency bands spaced on a 117 
logarithmic scale. Feature	 ௜݂ 	is defined as mean signal level in each band over a time period 200ms. 118 
The actual feature cost is determined by executing analog circuit simulations of the filter bank, 119 
resulting in strongly rising feature power cost for higher frequency bands, as shown in Fig. 1(b).  120 
All results reported in this paper have been conducted using the widely used NOIZEUS dataset [5] 121 
for voice and noise samples. Noise and voice samples are combined for varying signal-to-122 
background-noise (SNR) values and context, using MATLAB. A balanced dataset of 90 samples 123 
each for voice and noise is used. Decision tree learning and evaluation is done deploying the 124 
modified C4.5 algorithm (J48 using Weka). 125 
 126 
4 .1  Contex t -aware  Vo ice /Noi se  c lass i f i er  127 
Within every NOISEUS context, a voice/noise classifier is learned in a supervised way. To ensure 128 
real life applicability, one common model is trained across a wide SNR-range, spanning from -129 
20dB to +20dB. To avoid significant degradation in classification accuracy, relative instead of 130 
absolute signal levels should be used as basic features, being the difference between adjacent 131 
frequency band energy levels	∆ ௜݂ ൌ ௜݂ାଵ െ ௜݂. The differencing operation between the features 132 
incorporates SNR normalization, restoring accuracy. This leads to an efficient SNR independent 133 
model as illustrated with respect to street-noise/voice classification shown in Table. 1. The learnt 134 
context-dependent model shows that not all features are used in the classification and power is 135 
only spent on discriminative features. This can be seen in Table 2 where depending on the noise-136 
context, only a subset of the features are used in voice/noise classification leading to ~2X savings 137 
in power consumption as compared to a context independent scenario where all the bands are 138 
used. Of course, context detection adds a cost penalty but contexts usually do-not change very 139 
often and is therefore not as expensive as voice recognition which runs continuously [6]. In this 140 
work we don’t go into detail how the context is detected but for a cell phone this e.g. can be 141 
achieved by combining observed cellular IDs and inertial sensors [7]. 142 
 143 
4 .2  Feature  cos t -  and  context -aware  Vo ice /Noi se  c las s i f i er  144 
Cost-awareness was introduced into J48 in Weka, to base classification on Information-gain/Watt 145 
rather than Information-gain alone as highlighted in Section 3. Rerunning model training, the 146 
impact of this modification can be seen in Table 2 where, as compared to context dependent 147 
scenario for the same context, relatively lower frequency bands are selected for voice/noise 148 
classification leading to ~5X power savings compared to the context independent case. 149 
  150 











Feature ∆ ௜݂ ൌ ௜݂ାଵ െ ௜݂ 
Model	Train 97.22 75 93 








Table 2: Selected features and power implications for Context / Cost (In)dependent scenarios 152 
  153 
 154 
 155 
Table 3: Classification accuracy for Context / Cost (In)dependent scenarios  156 
 157 
 158 
The analog circuit for feature extraction is designed such that the computation of un-necessary 159 
features can be deactivated. As shown in Table 3, there is no significant difference in the average 160 
accuracy numbers between context aware and feature cost and context aware to context 161 
independent classification. The downside is ~30% larger tree size for the feature cost-aware case 162 
but this is significantly outweighed by the power savings achieved.  163 
 164 
5 Conclusions 165 
This paper enables hardware-embedded machine learning to smartly control power-aware 166 
adaptivity in future sensor interfaces. Through the introduction of context- and cost-aware 167 
decision trees, hardware resource efficiency is maximized by controlled feature (de)activation. A 168 
VAD proof-of-principle demonstrates up to 5X power savings in real sensor interfaces, a gain 169 
invaluable towards ubiquitous sensing in the internet-of-things. We are currently working towards 170 
the chip tape-out of this self-adaptive context-aware voice activity detector. 171 
 172 
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Context 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 Power
NA 1 1 1 1 1 1 300
Context 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 Power 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 Power
Street 1 1 1 1 1 1 186 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 60
Exhibit ion 1 1 1 1 1 1 57 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 50
Subway 1 1 1 137 1 1 1 1 75




Training (-20dB to 20dB) 87 93 83 81 93 87.5 96 81 80 98 88.75
Testing @ -10dB 64 64 58 53 82 64.25 80 56 52 80 67
Testing @ 0dB 85 85 80 88 86 84.75 82 77 89 85 83.25
Testing @ 10dB 88 97 85 99 88 92.25 92 90 97 85 91
Size of tree 63 17 13 7 23 15 29 17 11 31 22








Context Dependent Feature Cost and Context Dependent
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